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Introduction V

In 1975, Task ripce No. 5 of the Vocational Evaluation.Project set about. ,

on the job of.deirejtiping standards. for vocationai evaluation. One Athe most
iignificant philosophies to emerge from this effort was that "vocational 'eval=
uatcon servicei shall be.provided on a systematic, organized basis . . ."

(Task Fdrcelo. 5; Vbcationat,Evaluation and Work Adjustment Association Pro-
ject, p. 72). In effect, this statement laid the foundation for the concept .

of evaluation planning-because it clearly Aphasized the ,need for astructured,

Pyrposeful approach to-vocational assesspek,*,
. .

, .The following year; Ihe Vocational Evaluation and Work Adjustment Asso- c

.
dation (VEWAA) Standards Committee along with the Commission-oh Accreditation,-

v: of Rehabilitation Fatilities (CARF) developed a series of vocational evaluation

standards. *Some of these guidelines were directly 'relatpd to'individual eval-

uation planning. More-recently,(1978), the evaluation'planning guidelines have A
been revised; however, they still essentially require that.a written.individual
eialuation plan be developed for each clienf 'and that every plan clearly out- 1

.
line the purpose of the evaluation; the assessment techniques to be used, who
will be involved., review dates, and plan modifiqations. (The specifics of the

1978 CARF standards related-to evaluation planning will be discuSsed more
thoroughly in subsequent parts 6f this publication.)

a

The concept of ilidividual evaluation planning is not a new dne. Yet

there is still much contusion as' to what evaluation planning means and how

it may be practically applied. The purpose of thiG publication is to help
tpeople directly involved with vocational evaluation understand why individual
evaluation planning is important and how it may be effectively practiced.

McCray
November, 19784

4
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*In this pu+ication the words "fevaluation" and "-assessment" will be used4

interchangeably.
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PART. 4.

%Rationale for Individual Evaluation Planning

Fffective individual evaluation'planning is an esiential componthlt of a

cOmprehensive vocational evaluation process.. It not only provides a master

plan of the purposes. and 1:42.21.21y_e_s of an evaluatibn, but also offers a written

record of the assessment techniques used, who was involved in carrying out the.

evaluation, and the extent to which specific goals were achieved. Most impor-

tantly, however, ibiinsures tbat.the unique needs of every iindividual client

A,. are given special consitration and that there will be,an organized attempt
to satisfy those needs in the most.effective and efficiint manner ppssible.

Thus, a carefully develbped individualevaluation plan (IEP) suggests that

a directed, systematic series of events will take place which.are designed tb
.specificall/meet 4e needs of the client an0 sattgy the ,demands of the refer-
ral source. Through the development of tbe IEP, the client', the referral

source, and the evaluator obtain a concise picture .of the overall individual

cl ient-program. ,1

In di-der to satisfactorily meet the changing .needs and interests of,the

client, the IEP must always remain flexible and open to periodic review a'nd

modification. It is, therefore, an ongoing process beginning from the mameht
the client is referred ta a ficility for screening and ending Ihen all the

goalS of the plan are satisfied to the maximum extent possible.. When this

is accompVshed, the client, the referral source:and the evaluator should
have a 'sound understandiqg of the client's most basic itrengths and weaknesses.

Sinnificance of.Referral Informattan

-, There are many stages to individual evaluaiion planning, but perhaps the

most significant prerequisite to gobd planning is the accumulation of mean- .

'-.

ingful referral information. One of-the evaluator's primary responsibilities'
. is to activelpiearch for and obtain all pertinent background information 4n
regard to a given client. This is fiat an easy task, for although much.of this
information should be available from thepeferral source,.many times it will
be incomplete. In these cases, itdris osential that the evaluator contact all, .

agencies and individuals that might be able offer additional information .
rst. about the client. Otherwise, the initial in mplete data may encourage an

.

inaccurate or fragmented'understanding of the lient's needs, dhd this leads
.

to ineffective planning. \

Report No. 2, The Study tommittee on Evaluation of Vocational Patential
(1966), provides an example of arwell documented referral. It is shown in

_Appendix A, pages 30-36. .0ne can ?e that it clearly identifies theclient's 9

goals and'needs:.

1. He wants toodevelop a vocational objective.
2. He wants to work.

3. If necessary, he wants to train for a vocational objective, possibly
communtcatIons or mechanics.

4

4 He'wants to form new.social relationships, particu"rarly with girls.
a

ft,

6
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It also specifiei-i-Aai the reirraI sobrce waritTrfo find-odt:
,

.
.

S.

;!

How' does he adjust to.new s*tuations, individuals, and groups?
2. Does he apply his learning abiltty?
3.0 Dbes he adequateb complete his assi.gnments?

t .6tidns?What can he bes do withinis limita
Is his limitation (5)1 vriting a big obstacle?.

5:
.-,

In addition to the aforeilent4ned information, a brief laistory of his.

) vocational, soctaWedUcationar, and,personal doelopment is included. The.

overall effect of-such coMprehensive referral iriformapon is that the evalu-
ator gains a-relatively clear picture of beith the cli4nt's and.the referral

. 1

S.

s 4t.

s

. )

Benefits of Individual Bvaluation Planning

In a sense, the need for individual'evaluation planning is relatively
easily identified, for it seems obvious,that many people can Uenefit from a.
structureCapproach to vocation.01%assessment. First and fottmost, the cli-

. ent profit$ from evaluation planning. '.13y clearly identifying the purposes of .
the. evalation, the evaluator Can,bxplain to the client specific'reasons why
the evalu tion is necesSary. For the client, this gives meaning'to the ex-
perience For example, when an evaluee discovers that he.is being tested in
order to find out what his productivitpiS, his stamina, or to establish spe-
cific jb goals, etc., the evaluation begins to take on personal meaning for
him. *N longer is lie simply an uninformed'and uninvolved subject to be studied
and pro ed by a group bf strangers. He'is a central member of a team working
to ach'eve Specificgoals. He knows wh; he it being evaluated and what can .

be exp cted.
,

imilarly, a 'client can learn why spec4fic assessmpnt'techniques are MI-
port nt and why 'he should attempt to.perform as well askpossible.. The client
see that a nuts and bolts sbrting task is-provided in order to find out if he
can work on the production line at a locel factory rather than to simply occupy
hipi'between break periodsS. Through the development of ihe IEP, the evaluator
n t only understands the rationale for 4pch assessment procedure, but can also

ake thrs information,available to the elientl By providing the client with a
sensible and.understandable reason for each task, the.client's performance is .
likely to be a more reliable reflection of his capabilities and interests since
he will not'mjstakenly assume that a Certain work saMple is-a meaningless
"game" or that,a particular psychometric test is simply boring4

Third, wasted time is reduced because onliy those assessment methods which
can provide pertinent information directly related to the specific purOses of
the evaluation are administered'. Clients are not given ten different sorting
tasks, all of which provide essentially,the same information. Scheduling con-
flicts are eliminated so that clients do not sp6d countless hourS sitting
around waiting for other evaluees to flnish assessment procedures which they

a were to have taken. 'Continuity among tasks is developed, and this tends to
I streamline the entiqk evaluation process, thereby encouraging the Client tb,
feel that he 'is actively involvsed in important activities rather than passiv y
waiting for itsignifieant events to happen Sround* Him.

4
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Ftnally,;the client litinefi-ts-i4;t-terths-of-r-gn4-ng_iopro:vedintight_into the .

results and Oerall /meaning of:the iyaiotion, He begins'to see relationshiOs
as to his needt, why he Was referred., his'performance, and the resulting
interpretation offered b t e evaluator.

'For example, if the eviiitor reclommerids that a'client work as an auto
mechanic-, the latter can see that the idea 'evolved for specific reasons, e.g.,
(1) he expressed, an interest in this area;" (2) the counselor asked.that his
-mechanical abilities be assessed; (3) he was tested on several measures of
.mechanical ability such as work samples, aptitude tests, and job 'ite evalu-

ations AN scored;above average on all of them; apd (4) that there are many
job opportunities\for mechanics was discussed with him. Through this process,
-the-evaltiat--i-on-retu-Its-are_made_belietandable gince a clearly
identified series of events have been tied together in such a way as/to lead
to reasonab)e condlusiOns,

On the other ,hand, failure to develop a sense of continuity can lead to
confbsion-and cause both the client and the referral source to lack confidence

. in tife evaluatoY's decision'making prbcess, for if they cannot clearly see how
the evaluator.arrived at hisjconclusions, it is quite lik ejy-*hat any recom-
mendations will only be lightly regarded. When this happens, the utilization
of vocational evalUation services may-diminIsh rapidly. However, with an IEP,
tt should be relatively easy. for an observer to understand why certain evald-
ation procedures were implemente&and how t lead to well subgtaritiated
recommendations.

Although thus far we .have only discussed the benefits that accruevto the
client, it should be noted that the referral source also benefits in several
ways.frovindividual 6alUation planning. To a certain extent, evaluation
planning requires the referral source to identify specific questions which he
wishes to have answered. This process'necessitates.the referral tource thor-
oughly examining a client's ,potential strengths aneweaknesses; thus, iA this

. case, evaluation planning indirectly encourages ithproved understanding of the
client on the part of the referral source. It would, therefore, be most dif-
ficult for ,a client to be appropriatery referred without the referral .source
having a sound perception.of the former's needs.

- In a more direct man*, evaluation planning will often save the referral
7 -

source time and monellim WiTh Planning, the amount of 'time a client spends in
evaluation becomes p, arily dependent upon how long it takes to reasonably
achieve the goals and objectives of the plap. If-only two days of evaluation

, are
-
neecled,.that is all, that.is provided regardless. of whether or not a par-

t

Ivicular facility his a standard two, three, or four week evaluation period.
If the client spends additional time in evaluation simply because the program
has a certain rigid time structure, then individual planning has not taken
place sincb the needs-of the client haife been oyershadowed by the structve
of the program. Effecttve evaluation planning leads to a mdnimization of. -
wasted time; thus, the cljent can move forward thromqh the entire rehabilita-.

v tion procest a efficiently as possible. This means the referral source has
more time to serve any additional clients Who may have otherwise been neg- "
leceed Esdayse of a stagnant system. Reduction in wasted/time alSo leads to
more prbAuCtive utiltzation.Of facility personnel, material sayjngs,.4nd im-"
proved overall management. Fatility costs ai-e reduced and this savings is %,
passed on.to various referral sources who may then use these additional funds
totserve more clients.and place more handicapped workers in'employment.

3 8



The-referralsetkree also -benefit 4.on-revaluat4on-:0: nangintbat thP
client is only given the services for whfch he was refer d. BeCause the IP,
is a written record of the evaluation process, We refer al source may easily
determine if aAy additional, unwarranted services were p ovided, and if so,
for what reasons. Likewise, he may-also delermine if al/I tha services he re-
quested were provided, and if not, was it due to proraif1imitations, evaluator
oversight, etc.? Thus, the quality and efficiency of t e evaluation program
are opened for the referral source's scrutiny.

= FinaJly, the planning process helps the referral ource gain a better.

understanding of the capabilities and limitations\of TJarticular evaluation

program. ror example, a referral source may have a q estion about a high level
client:s_potential,to,work in a. profession0 or tech cal o area such as
elettronics'enginepritg yet the facilityjs only se7 up and equipped to pro-

. vide evaluations for A mentally'handicapped poOulatifon. 16 such a case, care-.
`ful ploning will prevent such an inappropHate ref ral-since both the
evajuator and. referral source will recognize that t e unit lacks any assess-
ment techniques or instruments for properly address ng the client's needs,
Conversely, a referral source may assuMe an evaluat on unit is not'staffed to
answer certain questions which in actual:practice VI does everyday. For ex-, \-f

ample, a facility might be able to provide soOhtstfcated lAychological eval-
uations for whiCh the referral sourde thought he wOuld have to search elsewhere.
By understanding' the role of the facility, the lii4elihood of inappropriate re-
ferrals or failure to utilize a facilitY's servic s is-r duced. Individual

evaluation planning facilitates this 'understandin for provides a means

whereby'referral.source and evaluator cOmmunicaili n is.enhan d because'tte
evaluator must imform the referral source as to Jhat the program can and

cannot provide.

. The third.patty to benefit from evaluation fpanning is the vbcational

evaluator. Throu0,the identification of specific goals and objectives which
define the-purposes of an evaluation, the evaluOtor becomes.aware'of what his
specific responsibilities are'in regard to-a crain client. Client objectives

become concrete and often thes measurable, e. ., the evaluator.is to deterthire .

a client's productivity, punctuality, attendance, etc.
`. . ; .. i , .

Yi
Wasted time on the Oart of the.evaluator is reduced since he.eliminates

the duplication of,information'and dXploring reas irrelevant to thestated t) 4

purpoghs gfithe evluat*op. Most-importantly, the evaluator becomes account-.

C4 able:for the ehfiré evaluation.provss. Bec use specific goals and objectives
.

..

'art soutTined,jit becomes fairly ea.sy tO dete neto what extent they were .

..acl-Oeved. The-m6thods-anb-teChniques.the ev luator uses to'reach the goals
.

.are available for peer review, and if the e aluatipn objectives are not met,
Ole may determine to whaf extent this was le to evaluator error rather than
simplrblaming poor results on "unmotiyated' clients or "inapprOpriate" :

.

referra'4. Korn (1976) notes that'!simplificatiOn of evaluator jq tasks is
a majordontribution. of the Evaluation PlOning Model" (p, 65): 5-nriplificatigp

of evaluator.tasks is neflected in terms of efficient clie cheduling and ini-

proved decision-making-based on an,analysis and synthesis of an,ingful and

organized data: . ,.... . .

.

1
. Additiona4ly, at Vie conclUston of an evaluation, the IEP provide§ the

- evaluator with:a-sonciese-recor f the-tntire eva1ua0on,process.- This is
useful for report. writin siAce 'can provide a succinct abstract,of the

.

cliest's limitations:moil e biVties In tegard to the overall goals of the /

,

-:\,1 - 1
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h-evaluation. Thus the IEP may not only imprOve the quality of individual re-:
-be a useful-tool-for_reducing_the_amome_of

time the evaluator spends on report writing.

Finally,.a facility whia provides evaluation services'is likely to
benefit from individual evalocition planning. As mentioned earlier, the IEP
reduces wasted ,time on the part of the client as well as the evaluator. Re-

duction in wasted istaff time as well 'as materials waste contributes to im-
proved managewent which results tn fower costs for services. When costs are
reduced, other referral sourcei which could not previously afford evaluation
services may find that they can then utilize the service. Similarly, referral

sources which areealready utilizing .evaluatiOn services may find that they can
do so on an increased scaleand because more clients can be served, waiting
lis---are-rarliicer more immediate client involvement.
These factors lead to a regular and increased-utilization of services which
contributes tokprogram stabilfty.

I ;

Additionally, individual accountability on'the part of ihe evaluator
leads to program aNuntabilty for the facility. Just as one may discern

to what extent indi dual cl ent objectives are being met, one may also ac-
cuMulate data as to how well the evaluation program as a whole is sttisfying
its objectives. This is a first step towards program evaluation.. Through
this process, good programs,are likely to provide useful services and, thereby,
be reasonably well utilized while unsuccessful programs ll-ngt be used.

From the aforementioned discussion, one can see that the client, the
referral source, the evaluator, and the facility all benefit from indii)idual

,

evaluation planning. Perhaps this is due to one reason more than anything
else--commynication. Evaluation planning facilitates, indeed almost mandates,
that comMunicatidn take place ampng all these parties. This is not, however,
one-way communication coming down frowthe referral ource to the evaluator.
and, finally, to the client. Instead it is open co unication designed to .

" instill and elicit significant information Which wil a sist in meeting'the
needs of the client first of all,- and then the referra source, evaluatbr,
and facility. 4' i

Some of theyesults'of*effective evaluation planning have been discussed; J

it will suffice to say that only .when the clien understands why he ii being
evaluated, the referral soul.ce knows what he wa ts to find out, and the pvalu- .

ator knoWs how to Oblain the requested infoimation in as effective aund effi-
. cient a manner as possible, can the needs of the individAl client be met and
. understood in all of their complexities.

,
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AfPART II

Individual Evaluation Planning Standards

In 1977 the Vocational Evaluation and Work Adjustment Association rec-
ommended that five guidelines, directly related to individual evaluation
planning, be adopted by CARF. They read as pllows:

3.4.3.1.1 3 Based on referral information, the initial interview,
and the stated purpose of the evaluation; a specific
written evaluation plan-for each individual.shall be
developed. This plan shall:

a% Identify) the questions to be *answered thrpughievaluation

7

b. indicate-hotvthese questions -will te-a6swered

c. where appropriate, specify persons (staff, family,
etc?), who mill be involved in carrying out-ihe plan.
There should.be evidence that* these intividuals are
aware of their role in carrying out this plan.

d. be periodically revieWed and modified as necessary. -

5)

Atof July 1, 1978, this standard is now one of the requirements for CARF
accreditation of vocational eyaluation programs; however, much.confusion still
exists as to the meaning of some of these guidelines. Indeed; CARF surveyors
have indicated that some clarifications are neededi therefore, the following
interpretations were approved by the VEWAA Executive Council, April, 1977,
and adopted by CARF. .

3.4.3.1.1.3 . The written evaluation plan should document the specific.
(interpretation), purpose of the evaluation (e.g.,. to determine irthe in- -

dividual is capable of gainful employment; to astess the
individual's potential to be trained as a stock clerk; to *

determine why the.individual has not been able to hold a

job).

3.4.11.1.J.3 ..:The wHtten evaluation plan should identify specific
lik (interpretation) questions(hypotheses) ;that are to be answered during

r the client's evaluation program; Example,s might pe:

. .

"how much functional reading skill does the individual
have?"

"how long canithe individual stand at a work station?"q

11
"is.the individual's dexterity adequatesto operate
hand tools?"

1.'can the individual manage money well enough to live
). independently?" .

. .

3:4.3.1.1.3b The-plan shoufd identifyrin writing which evaluation
(interpretation). techniques; assessment tools, or proced.ures will be used

to answer the various questtons raised. For example:

6

. ^
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A t

"méasurement of functiOnal reading--Gates-MacGinitie
Form 10

111F

"standingetolerance - U-Bolt Assembly - 2 days"

"hand-finger dexterity - PurdueTegboard, Crawford Small
Parts"

46

"money management ABC Money Management Work Sample"!

(P. 5)

3.4.3.1.14 No interpretation offered.

3.4.3.1.1 3d No interpretation offered.

From the aforementioned information one can see that five clealy dif-
ferentiated components make up the individual evaluation plan': ,It,should also

be.noted that the guidelines emphasize the documentation of pecific informa-

tion rather than generalities.- Perhaps the best way orgaining a more thorough

understanding of these standards is to examine each one individually.

40

Writing and Individualizing the Evaluation Plan

The opening statement, 3.4.3.1.1.3 suginsts three importantpoints:
I.

12 The IEP is to be written.:
2. The fEP is to be tailored,to the needs of the individual0011

3. The IEP is todbe based on a comprehensive view of the client which
develops from at least three different perspectives: referral in-

formation, interviews, and knowledge of the overa.tl purpose of the..!,

evaluation.

The first point clearly emphasizes thatit is not enough for evaluators
to have.a general evaluation plan floating around:in their heads. The plan

must be written, and equally important, it should be done in such a wayjhat
an outside observer could review it and tell what was done, why it was ddne,

and who was involved. Keep in mind that individual evaluation planning is
useless unless it is done effectively. It should never be practiced just for.

the sake of satisfying administrative or program reqUirements, rather, medting

the needs Of the client should always be the primary consideration.

Developing IEO's shbuld not be a time- suming process. 'At most, it

shopld not occupysmore than five br ten percent.of an evaluator's time, and
this factor can easily be figured into the cost of providing.evaluation serv-

ices. Additionally, because iddividual planning leads tatiktreamlining the
entire evaluation proce5s4, wasted timeon.the part of the evaluator and client,
is likely to be significantly reduced, and this will often, more than make up
for the time spent writing out the plan. More importantly, having only a rough
plan in Mind, as opposed to a ,written IER, is an unnecessarily haphazard ap-
proach which is potentially detrimental to the development of a valid and
reliable understanding of the client's limitatlons and capabilities. %Without,

a wKitten !EP, argevaluator may easily forget to eXplore arejs that deerve
consideration, orhe may fail to examlne them thoroughly. The end,i-esult is

that some of the client!s needs are negleCted: ever, expertise in the. area^

- 12
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ogf individual' evaluation plaryling insdres that vocatignal. evaluators Will meet
their professional responsibility $f serving all -the needs of each client in
the -best possible-manner. ,

.1

* . The second point is impdrtant in that the primary_ juRtification -for in-,

'di-viclual.evaluati-on planning is that the unique needs a the individual are-
. bettei- served. 'Evaluation planning' is not designed for the -purpOse of meeting' -%

th.& needs' o'f..a parIlcular program, faci 1 ity, or brbad. group of cl 'ren,6s. This 4
tYcie of.approach cr easily lead to a standardi-zation of evaluation plans with

's little consigeratiting given to th4 'needS of the indivithial cl4ent,. One,. .

can elmost:pictUre eval'uators.mecjianiglly -producing rigidipStandardized plans"
which i'equire *the client to adjust his needs 'to thp program rather- than -vice
vey'sa.- Betamse the abiltties and lifnitations of' most rehabilitatiOn .cTients

..ar.e so unique ancoiiipjex, ;!he..IEP, as' well as, the entire evaluation' process,
must,t4e tailored topthe -needs of. the 'individual-or one loses sight of the -

e of Vabiliiatitn; to help individuals aehieve their maxirnum'poten-.
tialitieso. .

. . Fi ally, t'he tf-lird point suggests that one's'understanding of a-client,
which p vides the bai.s for eValuation planning, mustvbe Cased on several
différe t sources of infOrmation. It is- not enough to simply accumulate reams -

of refe ral informatIon aboutca ëlieñt and then assume one understands his
needs. 'Similarly, a short itterview with an individual rarely provides a com-
plete pfdture of his social , vocational ,a and' personal potential ities and Tim-
itations. But when these two prolgedures are combined, one may gen significant

Intight into the special needs ,of the client. 'Add to this the evaluator's
of .the .overalla. purpose_of the evalu,a_tiQn ,and a...c1eat,7.cul\c6urse of

aition beginsto --taie ihape. .

or

/t is imperative that the referral source make a concentrated effort to
thoroughly determine the needs of the client prior to referring the client
-for,vocational evalualion Services. 'By doing this, the referral source justi-
fies the need for evaluation services as wel.1 as Rrovides a base of infdrmation
upon which the eYaluatOr may bOild once 'the vocational evaluation process be
gins. Orice this occurs, it is then the responsibility of the evaluator t'a
synthesize the:information in such a way that a comprehensivd picture of the
client's needs, strengths, and limitations, as well as why he requires
evaluation serVices, emerges. ,

Identifying Referral Questions.

PArt "a" of the standard refers -to identifying the spkific questions that
- are to be answered by the eyaluation process. As has already, been di Scussed ,

these are commonly called referral questions, and they will initially.be asked
by the referral source. HoweVer, later on in the planning, the evalOator hay
ask additional' questions based on his'reviewlof the referral info;-mation or
observations Of the client.

One might generally definea referral question as a statemerft of uncer-
tainty in regard to an individual's functional abilities or interests in a
specific area such as ability to get along with, co-workers,. vocational inter-
ests,' productivit4 job,skills, aptitudes, etc. In other words, the referral
source or the -evaluator are unsure of an individual 's specific capabilities or
interests; therefore, .vocational evaluation techntques are used as tools to
answer the. questions. 1

5.
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Referral questions peed .not be lengthy or complicated. Indeed, questions

written in such a way as to allow for yes or no answers often elicit the most

straightforward:answers. For.example, supposqoa referral*source 4as placed

'several ,altents in the job of clerk typist,..aF4 a new client indicates'a stong
*interest in tAiS`area.but has no typing skills. The.Most bask requirement of

the job is that a prospective applicant be able to type at forty.words per

minute. Before'investing ttme and money in training the client to be a clerk-P

*pist, the referral source might first refer'the client for: votational evalu-
. ation services andt ask the question, "If enrolled in the ABC typist train'ing

program, will Ms. Smith'be able to achieve a forty words persminute --I

rate?'>8ssuming:that"the evaluator is.familiar with the.ABC prodraM and has
the approplqate,typing assessment test s this question is relatively easily

--answered:

On the other'hand, if the question were tO reaaR,"What are'Ms. Smitn's
.typfng skips?w some obviOus degue Of-specificity has been lost andthe
y esultingievaluation and recommeellations are likely to be equally general.

The main pOint to !seep in mind, in regard to referral questions, is that they
should be as concrete- and as.specific as possible. since vague questions tend

to eTicit obscure answers.

Additionally/if the referral source fails to outline any referral ques-
tions_or they aee of, such a nature as to be vague or confusing, then the
evaluator should not hesitate tb contact the referral- source and ask for .

. 'clarification. 'Thd referral source may then choose.to develop the appropriate
referral questions ofhe may requestthat the evaluator use his professional
expertise to develop the questions. The latter case is not'

dlarly iii instanees wh&i-17--eii--Fir-iiiiices may lack knowledge-of rehabilitation
,practices, e.g., schools, manpower programs, mental health settings, etc.

Refee td Appendix A, page 31, Section 2, Erogramming,-for an exmple of
several relatively wdll-defined referral questions. In this case, the coun-

selor has stated what,he wants,to find out about the Client. -One can see that
these referral questions are brief, to the point, and stated in such a way that
at the concluston of the evaluation it should not be difficult to deterhine to
..whatiextent the questions Were ansWerep.

-Note that sane .of the.questions are relatively specific; whereas, other
questions mfght be considered more general. In these cases, the. evaluator may
choOse to'contact the refeh-01 source and ask him.to further clarify.the ques-
tions. For example, with'regard tO the first queqion,'"How does he adjust to

-the new situation, individuals, and groupi?" .the -referral source 1ght explain
tharwhat he specifically wanted to find out was how,the client re ts to high.

pressuee,individual and grail) work activities. On the other hand, the referral
source may simply want general observations as to the client's overall social
.and personal skills, and thus, the original questionmuld be adequate. 'Mat-
ever the case mSy be, the evaluator must be certain that he understands exactly
what information the referral source is- requesting prior to,:initiating. e

' testing.

Generallyi Speaking, for each referral question asked, the evaluator will,
,Usually have to ask a series of more specific questions, Which when ansvered

' will also provide the'aRswer to thfi original referral question: For-example,

if the ref6rral source asks the question, "Can Mr. Shaw work as an auto.me-
'chanic?" the evaluatbi- must then find answers ta a'series of questions which

./g
ft
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will ultimately tell him if the clien an work as an auto mealanic. Look at

the example noted below: A, .

i L".
I. Can Mr. Shaw work as am auto mechanic?

'

4
.

A. Can helift: heavy objects'? 4 '
. i

Bs. Is his range of motion 'UMW? . -

. C. Do noxious oddrstadversely affect his. health? ....

D. Can he manipulate large,and small hand tbols?
. 4

E. What is his mechanica) aptifude?
F. Does -fie have any work experAce an auto meehanic?

G. Does fie foPow--safety Aules?
.

H. Does he'Work well with Yittle supervision?
I. Is he interested.in working with things as opposed to data or. ...

-people?

By ans ering each orthese sub-questions, the' evaluator is determining if

the cljent.c n work as an auto mechanic. One can see that this list ef sub%

questions co ld be very long, and for this reason, eaCh of,the sub-questions,

or factors to be considered in answering a specific referral questfon, need not

be written out on the IEP. However, each of the broader referral questions
must be identtfied on the IEP, and it is recommended that soTewhere in the rec-
ord of the evaluation process, the evaluatbr make a list of sub-questions

'related to each referral.questiop. Even though the sub-questions-may be numer7

ous, it often 1011 not be necessary to answer all of them. For example, if in

' 11 A 0 1. - a

effectively.manipulate large.and small han'a-qools, then it is highly unlikely
that he could ,work as a mechanic, to many pf. the remaining sub-guestions_would
be dispensed with.

.

6

An important point to consider in the development of referral questions

is what happens when, through his review of the referral information and in-

teriliews with the client, the evaluator develops referral questions of his
own which were not identified by the referral source, But seem important to

fully unders.tanding the client.

For example, suppose an evaluator notes that over the last five years a

client has never held a job for more than six months;,however, the referral

source 'has made.no reference to this fact and has limited his referral ques-

tions to assetsing the client's clerical skills. Under this condition, should,

the evaluator incrude as part of the IEP, answering the referral question, "Why

has Mr. 'Black been unable to 'hold any recent-jobs for more than six months3"

or should this question be ignored in the nime of limiting the evaluation to
answering,only the referral source's questions? The answer'is if the evaluator%
feels that\i'nswering an additional referral question, which was not specified
.by the referral source, will help better meet the needs of the client, and
exploring it will not radically change the evaluation process in terms of pur-

poses and time, then the evaluator should make every.attempt to answer any

additional referral questions which 'he might have.
-

On the other hand, if'icit is probable that exploring the-additional ques-
tions will cause considerable change in the evaluation, then.the referral

saurce should be contacted and the situation discussed before the assessment

proceeds. 4f the referral source indicates that he does not need or want,

10



answers to any questions other* than those he Autlined, thenit is the respon-

sibility of the evaluatbr to confine the evaluation process_to answering only

the referl source's questions%

This; however, does not mein that the evaluatbr's responsibility is to'

convey only that information to the referral source which is directlydrelated

to the referral'qugtions. Instead, the evaTuatbehas a professional'respon-
..sibility to share all the results of the evoluatiovith the referrat-Tburce.!

,

For evample, if an evaluatortunexpectedly findsphat a client Ms a prob- .

lemi such as the inability to work in groups, which thf,referral source has

no knowledge of anti Made no reference.to in his,reterral questfons,.the eval- .
.

. uat6r should certainly share that information with the referril source: It is '

usuaJly advantageous to keep the referral source informed of any significant
findings which may or may not.be directly related tb the referral questions, f

since this-increases his understanding of.client needs as +well as fadilitating
communication between referral source and eyaluator.

.

t
.

)..

Specifyillg-Assessment Techniques and Methods
. .

Point "b" of standard 3.P.3.1.1.3 indicates that a written record of all
the assessment procedures should be mainta.ined. However, this does not mean
that all thdt is required is to simply keep a running record of each assessment
technique used .nd their administration dates. Rather, it implies that.the

&valuation rote r s is 11'. lit ropriate for the individual and the
questions to be answered. Accountability is suggested.-

Sc

For example, suppose a referral source Was a 61ient who cannotyead and
the referral question is; "Can Jack Jones work competitively as a custodian?"

The referral source also notessthat he lids a potential custodial job, which
does not require reading, waiting for the client if he shows ability in this
area. The evaluator then proceeds to note in his evaluation plan that he will
give the'client the.custodian work sample which requires a third grade reading
11eVel. Has the evaluator made a written record of the procedure to be used?
The'answer is yes,-but he has not done so with sufficient considèration of the'
needs and limitations of the client,because the client probably can't read the
material well enough to perform the required tasks, and the job does not re-
.quire reading. Therefore, decisions based on the results emanating from this
plan are dubious. Such an approach is not going to be effectiveln terms of
meeting the needs of the client although admlnistratille requirements related

-

,to record keeping may be satisf'ed. On'the other hand, if the evaluator noted -

1114i

in the plan thathe was going administer the custodian work sample, but

substitute oral instructions or the written instructions, then he is not only
satisfying redord keeping requirements, but also suggdsting that he iS aware

e: of the client's special needs. This indicates professional competence on the
part of the evaluator.- . .

)

.

Besides encouraging the prov isioNof effective assessment-techniques,
guideline "b" also requires that the evaluator determine whether or not he has__ _____

0

--hasessment tools to answer a given referral question. For example, suppose
11T4a referral source wants to know if a cl can work as a radio-TV repairman.

Yet when the-evaluator attempts,to choose e evaluation teehnique which will
answer this question, he finds that he lacks the appropriate asselsMent tools
because he cahnot clearly identify any spetific techniques alichlwill answer

11

, .
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11 .
'the question. ---,When thishappeni, the referral source should be in1orm0, sin e
thi-s could.have 'a sighifiCabt.impaet on the purpose of thes.evaluation.'"In th s
case, the refry41 sourcdpay decide hot to sehO the,client,2r choose to refer.
him to.another facilitY. ?In either, case the needs of the crierit will be better
served, since, the evaluatorwill not have chosen'unreliable,assessment methods.
whiChjeally Cannot answer-the referral quiestions asked. This also reflects
sound profeWonal judgement. on the part bf the evaluator and is la.kely to'
lacilitate.cehffdence'on the part of the referral source, withithe evaluatiOn
program.

A

EvalNation teChniques...may vary considerably; oftentimdt depending,upon
. the expertiSe of the evaluator and,the objectWes of the facility; therefore,'

they 'should not be.liMittd to just work-sampleor 1:sychci1ogica1 testing.':Other'
assesslient pr'ocedures-are equally 'useful. lbey may'InClude job sites, situa4

. tional'assessment, intervtewing; and counseTinig. 'Each of these techniques-,ean
be effective when used for.specific reasons with particulav goals in mind. .

HoweVer, rqmprdless of the method-used, it stoulebe noted in.the IEP. For'
.example, ifnn evaluatormants to determine-a cllAt's potential to wock in
:retail sales,-a job site evaluation. might be 'the most effective. metbod, and it
should, therefore, be recognized as ah assessment'technique. Regardless of the

type of assessment iechnique Used, ii should always be clearly identifidd. For

;example, when using commercial work sample systbms it is not advisable tosim.-4,,
'ply describe each of the.assessment techniques used as SiRger, JEVS,

-.Valpar, etC. Instead; the specific Work sample or component which.is going to
be administered should be';identified,'e.g., ;

rL

Sample #8, or-TOWER: Mil1 -T1iiiTT7Tr1iaion No. 1. This provides a much more
precise description of the .individdal assessment procedure.:

Liiting Persons-Involved and Role Clarification IL

Guideline "c" emphasizps Oat it is essential for each and every individ-.
.ual in the evaluation Process to know What his role is. Primary involvement
will generally be with the facility staff such as evaluators, psychologists,
counselors, floor supervisors, etc. However, there will be many occasions when
-other people will have significant roles in. the evaluation. .If everyone does
not recognize tbe importance of their roles, the evaluation may be adversely
affected.

4

F. example, suppose'a client is referred for evaluation and he is ac-
cepte with the understanding that transportation will be provided by his

. paren Ho ver, evaluator fails to inform tte.parents of their role; .

instead e relies on the client to communicate the Information to the parents.
Lonsequently, the first four days of evaluation thei client consistently ar'rives
late in the morning. By the fifth day he fails to show up at all, so the
evalpator finally decides to contact the parents whereupon he learns that the
client told them tet it was all right to be 20 to 30 mindtes late and that
the evaluation was over dfter four days. In this case, individuals who had
sighificant involvement in the evaluation were never adoquately informed of
their roles 'ahd responsibilities. The result Was the provision of a disrupted,
poorly planned service which probably only served,to further confuse any
understanding of the cl-fent.

Failure to inform staff Members of their roles can be 'even more damaging.
Picture the hapleis client Who the evaluator sends to psychological services

12 1 7
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for pemona14y assessment. But when tile client arrives,-he is informed that

there is no l'ord of,anyjappointment'or requested tekts,.so he is "pihg- .

ponged".back IT the evaltfitor who then hurriedly Iries to set up a test date .

,, before the Vocational evaluation ends. It is easy to see how a. client in such

a situatfon coRld becre bewildered andflose CoftfidenCe iii the entire,evalua-

tion process.
,

.
,

.
,

.

. .4 1(
Primary'responsibility for insurihg that all parties are aware of their

role§ lies witivithe-vocational evaluator, for he should be the one indiyidual

who cooi-dinates and plans all activities in an organized and efficient manner.

By making people aware of _their responsibilities, .the evaluator is taking a

course of action which will facilitatelthe(bCcurrence-of a smooth and. orderly .

sequence of,gventS.. There are many ways of informing people bf their roles

and making, tire that they, understand thein responsibilities'. If several people

are tp be involved with a client, it may be advantageous to hold a'formal .

staffing and clarffy eash person's role.' Minutes of the staffile may be sent

to other'members that will be involved, or if only, one or two paple will be

working with a client, the evaluator might meet with each of 01-pm, discuSs p

their roqes, and ask them to sign the IEP. Whatever method is bsed, the im-

portant point isjthat people who are to be involved in'the plan must not only 4
10-vbe identified, but they must undOrttarkg.iheir responsibilities.

1

Role clarification among staff members i1s also particularly important be-

-----cause---of ni ulativeu._
aggressiVe, or dependent clients may-inadvertently be encoacAged to

their Maladaptive behaviors if all those invotved are not aware of their-roles.

By knowing their responsibilities, significant others provtde a structured

setting in which the evaluation can progress systematically.
. :

1

Plan Review'ahd Mlad)fication

Section 4d" of standard 3.4.3.1.1.3 implies that the eYaluation plan is to

be flexible and open to modification throughout the entire evaluation.process.
rt Should be regularly-reviewed in order to assesS progress in terms of. meeting, '

the stated-goals, satisfying time limitations, ond insuring ihat the plan is.'

being carried out in an organized manner. It must,also be adaptable enough so

as to meet the client'% needs as they change.

Generally speaking, after the evaluator has- reviewed the referral informa--

tion, heyill begin to'write the plan. This will usuallY take place before the
°client -arrives at the facility; however, this is only a portion of the,plan and
it will usually beiexpanded or modified once the client arrives. Ear example,

during the initial interview the client may express an interest in a job area
which was not indicated in the referral information and, therefore, not noted
'in the IEP. In this case, the evaluator sho,uld modify the IEP te) include'
assessment in the newly relevant area. .

In other casesi the IEP may indicate that the evaluator plans to give a
series of work samples designed to assesk a client's mechanical 'How-

ever, after _the initial mechanical test, it ,becomes ,apparent -that the client
is'severely limited-in this area, thus, the amdunt of time given tO further'
assessment should be reduced, and the plan would, therefore, be modified to
eliminate some of thd previously scheduled assessmet techniques.
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A thir d example is related to plan' review. During-the initial stages of
IEE' d'ev lopment, the evaluator may note that h6 p.lans 'to review the ICP at the

midpoin nf the evaluation.' However, when 'the client arrives., hi behaviqr is., -A
, so disrupti.vuld-his performance so erratic thaf the evaluator decides tarilc .

view the Ala a datly basii. Such a change reflects, a signtficant modifi-

-

,

-' cation of the IEP. .
..

.
N

o ... v

ill' S's
f significant changes in the original pla'n are necessary in terms of

changing goals-or increased evaluatiorkflme, the referral sotirce should be
contacted and the suggested changes discUssed. .Most Modifications 4re reason-

*ably justified.Wheti they:are attempts to%better meet the needs of the client-
or referral soU'rce-. _flexibility throughout the entire plarinlmg process is'an
integral characteristtc of effective individual evaluation planning. 4

1 /
From'thq previous discussion it shodld be understood that these five-com-

ponents Sre fhe core requirements for individual evaluation planning. These
are the criteria which CARF utilizes in assessing the evluation planning
aspects of a'Program. 'However, there are several other flactors which facili-
lies may wish to incorporate as part of their evauation planning program.
They may ;include:

.

t

1. Identifying demographic d4ta such as name, abe, disability, education,
sex, etc.

2 Speci fy ing _the _e_valitation_peri
- 3. Noting test administration dates.

, 4. Outcomes codes for each referral questioh such as:

(46) Yes, the referral question-was answered by vocational evaluation.
(4h) No, the referral question was not answered4e vocational

- evaluation.
.

(4c) Additional time is needed to answer the rApflgrral question by the

evalbation process. , - - IS,

(4d) This referral question cannot be answered:6y any available
evaluation processes. (Thomas, 1978)

"^""1"-"'

.

.

.
... 5. Test scores and.results."' .

6. Explanations of plan modifications.: ,

,

-.
By including this additiona jnformation as part of the individual eval-

uation plan, the evaluator identifies re]ated suppoftive information which
contributes to the overall picture of the client and.his performance. The

-0 IEP format a facility utilizes should-be bas-ed on the needs of.the clients;
t program goals, and evaluator expertise; therefore, many different kindik sof

formats may be used effectively. .
.

. A .
d

.

In this part, we have discussed 'the estential componentsee the individual
. 1 evaluation plan as well as offered interpretations and examples of each, portion

of the standard. One can see that -each guideline, may be clearly distinguished
and that they were deveniped by professionals.in the fields of vocational eval-
uation and work adjustment who recognized that the individual needs of the .

client could best be met through a sAltematic approach to assessment. This,
.observatiOn was supported by CARF who.adopted Oese guidelines as evaluation
planttong standards for vocational evaluation programs.

1.
.

.
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Several impOrtant points related to 4ndividual evaluation Planning were
60tedi. .First of all, planning must be flexible arid tailored to individual

-.client needs. Second, the 1EP must be written and it'must meet-certaingri-
tellajf it is lo satisfy CARE standards. Third, there are 9ther.factors notn

. specified in the gUiclelines which facilities may choose to include as part of
their planning process. Example's include: noting demqgraphic data, outcomes

codes, eValuation periods, etc. Latt and m9st.importanf, individual evaluation
planning.should be carried put for 'tile pyrOte of better meeting client needs
.rather than simply satisfyidg administNtive requirements.

- Althou0 ach of the gui*deiihes is designed,to sel4Ve many different

purposes, the overall effect of vocational evaluatorsactively pradticing
effettive indi;tidual evaluatipn planning is)that Clients wigl.rece-ive- pro- #

fessional vocational -evaluation s4rvices which are specifically .designed to
meet their unique and special needs.'

N. .

.
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-114eiridividual Evalu on Planntr Process
. . "

. .

A

' Having already discussed why individual evaluation Rlanningtis impdrtatit
and what the es-sential components are,'we maysnow move onrtsio looking at how
evaluation, planning is ictually-pPacttped. In this section we will 'Lae the

-referral infortliation offerek in Appendix A to develop a written individual
- evaluation plan following:the formatoffered ifl.Appendix:B, page V..' It should .

bA- noted, howeVer,, that'Appendix B is only a samOle format and is not presented
for the purpose of-serving'as a "modbl" IEP. Example of other foemats may be
fount! 4n Adpendices q,"D, OA E, and Tacilities.6^e,encouraged;to develo0 for-
mats which better meet their individual needs.

.

1 s_

Once a client.is screened by a fatility-and_accepted for vocational evalu-"
ation services,'a step-Tstep procRs's begins which will ultimately .lead to the
creation of an individua evaluation plan. -Although, for this exercise,-these
steps/will be described as if they were separate and independpnt processes, it
.sh,odId be\noted that iR actual practice there' will often be\considerable over-
lap among)steps. For example, plan.:reviegand,modification ma take plate :

throughout the entire planning process, although they are escr bed'within this
context as independent functipns.

Step 1; Accumulation of Referral Information

As mentioned previously, one,of the most pportant prerequisites to'ef- .

fective evaluatim planning is the acquisition.of comprehensive and meaningful
, referral information. This step is important because teferral information pro-

. Vides the data wki-ch shapes the evaluator's ini j,Iad understanding of the client
and his needs. Incomplete informati66 will at best provide.soly a partial pic-'
ture Of the client's needsv and at worst it may promote the-dAelooment of an
inatcurate understanding of the client.

Always keep.in mind that the referralsourCe has prinlary responsibility
for gathering background information and seeing that the evaluator teceives
whatevee data is neeped. This will generally include nedical, psychological,
educatiotial, vocational, personal, and social histoHes. However, should the
referral soprce fail to or be unable to provide the necessary information,
then'the evaluator must 'assume much of the responsibility'for securing pan-
ingfulland accurate background information. Thus, the evaluatoe mutt never
assume a passive role wherein he simply sits back anCwaits for all the.neces-*
sary information to appear on his desk. Ideally, tffere.will'be a coolikerative

effort between the referral source and the evaluator with the former sharin§
all available information with the evaluator who then proceeds. to obtain any
additional informatioh.which he feels is necessary. Many times the referral
source will have very little background information on a particulae client,
and,in these cases, if the needs of the client are tp be:fully understood, tile
evaluator must obtain additional information even without the aid of the
referral source.

For example'p the referral information provided to an evaluator.from a
referral source mi4ht only .indicate that a client has a learning.diaOility.
In this case, the evaluator would be well advivd to contact the referral
source and ask for additional explanation. Lethe referral source does.not

16I
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'have any more-su.-ci information.in this regard, the ev aluatbr should contact

the appropriate ool authorities, psychologists, teachers, parents, etc to

determine exactly what the term means4 With only the initial referral informa-
tion, the evaluator does not know iNihether the' handicap is related to behavioral
disorders, speech, hearing, visibn, etc:

.
Appendix:A is an examble of thorough referraT information which was pro-

vided to an evaluation Unit by a. OhabilitIkTon counselor. Note that at the

bottom of the page along with this information, the counselor forwarded'medi-
tcal, psychologital, and educattonal records. With such a comprehensive source
of materials"on hand, the evaluator mdy readily proceed to step two of the

indfvidual -evaluation planning"process.

. 4

.
,t

Step-2: Examination of geferral Information
. 4

At 4is stage, the evaluator should begin to thoroughly study the details
of theyeferral information. In.so doing, he develops a basic understanding
of the-client's needs and interests as well aS the purpose of the evaluation.
For.example, after reviewing Appendix A:, one can see that seil.teral of the

client's needs and interests have been identified%

.1. He wants to develop a vocational objective.
a la. -c ive if' necessar

3. He wants to obtain a job.
4. .He may need special help adjusting to the center.

5. He wantsoto establish new.social relationships, especially with girls,.
6. He is interested in mechanical'and communications work.

t
Additionally, the evaluator can see that the Ourpose of 'the evaluation is to
assist in developing a vocational objective and determining if trairing is

.

'needed and if-it is available at the cehte.r.

S.

. Mug', one can see how the referral information provides a,basis for the "
eValuator's understandipgbf some of the client's needs as well.as why he. has
been referred. HoweVer, even vithF the provision of detailed referral informa- .

tion, the evaluator mayistill have some questions about.the cl.ient's background.
In this case, the evaluator may want to contact some of the client's previous
employers and find out,what specific skills and duties were involved in the
jobs he hadtand why'he received no,Tegular "wages. -this additional work could

result in obtaining more detailed'information. For example; the evalttat&

. might find that as a filling station helper.the client actually spent most of
his time cleaning the rest rooms and sweeping the garage rather than servicing
customers' cars. In this case, his work experience is really more closely re-
lated to custodial work.than mechanics, and this observation may have important
0.amifications for 'developing vocational goals. .

S.

°Andther example involves a situation wherein referral informatidn from
different sources is in conflict. For examPle, a psychologist's report might' -'
indicate that there is no evidence df any psychological impairment, whereas
reports from the family indicate that the client has displayed very bizarre
behavior patterns at times. Insuch a case the evaluator would be wise/to
Contact the referral source along with the family and sychologist end attempt
to crarify thdir observations so that thp evaluation st f might aniicipate
any problems that could aris0, as 'well as obtain an inte tejApicture of the
client.

c
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Once the eval, tor has, thoroughly 're iewed all the referral information
%and obtained any additional in?ormation.he, eems 'necessary, he should have a

relatively accurate understanding. of b'cli t's'needs, abilities, and limi-
tations, and pay, therefore, begin to i ifY'specific questions which tip

evaluation should attempt tO answer.- ;.

Step 3: Identifyin9.Veferral Que-stions
ft....

,

4

During the process of identifying client,peeds a d developmental back-
(-- ground, the evaluator also*begins to formulate ideas a 64 the needs of the

reTerral-source in terms of nottrig specific 'referral9 stions. As Mentiope0
previously, the initial referral qdbstions'Are the re,sp sibility of the re-
ferral source, but if the referral source fail to clea y identify these
questions, then the evaluator must assume respowibil4 fl developing the
majority of reAerral questions. Once the evalUkor,has.a c ear understanding
,of exactly what th6 referral source wants and the erall purpose.of the
evaluation;.each referral question should be written- mtk the

In our example, the counselor has identified several referral questions.
They, in turn, have each been written in the sample IEP (pp. 37-38) and are
noted under the section, Referral,Questions to be Answered. They include

questions 1-6:.

1-.. How 4Ge
2. Does the client ariplphis ability to learn?
10. Does he follow through and master material Osigned to_him?

. 4. Is his writing limitation a big obstadle
//

...

5. ,What can he do best within his limitations.
6, Is vocational training needed and where.ig available?

, '4--g- --\
,

A It should also be noted that although the maja 10- of,thge referral
squestions were noted tn Section 2, Programming, of ATe initial referral in-
formation (see Appendix A),.oftentimes the questionS will be scattered

throughout the referral information. Even in these/ cdses, it still remains
the respohsibility of the evaluator to identify an4 understand all of the
referral questions.:Wthe evaluator should assume that all the information

7 the referral source is'requesting will be clearly,and neatly .- . ified, it

As quie likely that he will overlook.sOme important' questions.

A

One should also note that there are additional referral questis,s listed
on the sample,IEP. which were not developed by the referral source. uestion
',Umber seven is an example of a referral question asked by the evaluator and
based.upon his review of the clIent's background. It asts, "What are his job

seeking skills?" This question is the result of .the evaluator's observation
that the.client has never held a competitive job; therefore, it is possible .

.that he has never learned about the job seeking process. ' It is certainly a
legitimate question since limitations in this regard could prove to be sig- #

nificant barriers to employment. Additionally, because assessing these factors

will not significantly alter the original purpose of the evaluation, the ques-
tion has been added without consultation with the referral,source.

-

It-should be eMphasized that in order to avoid confusion,,,referral ques-
tions should be as specific as possible. If the evaluator is uncertain as to
exactly what information the referral source is requesting, the former should

18
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contact the latter and have the gyestion clarified.- This will insure that both
the evaluator and the referral source have the same goals,and objectives in
mind before the evaluation begins.

Several examples of howtvague referral questions may be revised and made
more specific are noted below.

2.

5.

6.

Or'iginal Question

"What are his work capabilities?"

.

"Can he'lift heavy objects?"
n

VP

"Can she live independently?" 3.

"What are his interests?" 4.

"What'are her basic educational
skills?" .

5.

"Is he a dependable worker?" 6.

%-

- Revised Question

"In what job.areas can he per-
form competitively?"

"Can he continuously lift ob-
jects of up to450 pounds for-
periods 'ranging up kthree
hours?"

"What are her budgetirigt pur-
chasing, banking, money han-
dling, cooking, and transporta-
tion usage skills?"

"What are his expressed and
-jimb-4.nterests?".-

I.

"Are her reading, writing, and
.arithmetic skills adequate for"
working as a °supermarket .

cashier?"

"Does he complete all assign-.'
ments and shOw good atteripance
and punctuality?"

7. "With job training could he 7. "With job training at ABC Trade
become A mechanic?" School could he become an auto

mechanic?"

4.

With ragard to referral questions, there are five important points to keep
in mind:

1., Each referral question must be written into the IEP.
2. Referral questions should be as clearly stated and as specific as

possible. .

3. Referral questions may come fro7moth the referral source and

/
evaluator.

4. Additional referral questions may be added during the actual assess-.
mint process (this point Will be discussed in Step 7, Plan' Modifi-

. 0
cation): .

Where possible, additional information'should accompany the referral
-question so that the evaluator understands thebasis and background
of the question. .

19 24
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With,regard to point numbeffive, the referral source miglit indiCate that in
. reference to question number two, noted ,ibove, he is specifically interestdd w

in placing the client in' a job as a bricklaYer's helper. Thisadditional in-
formation can be an aiset to an evaluator in.terms of assessidg Specific client
capabilities. ./ ,

. ,

Evaluatidn Tethniquds. .

r
/

Once the evdquator has a clear undersanding Of each of the referral
questions and has written t m into the I P, he should then proceed to the ..

next step. tep-il involves e sing th assessmentwtechniques and-instfuments
which will a wet the referral q tip. in As effective \and efficient a

crucial, si e choosing the wrong asseSs ent procedureS may respit i-m failure

to obtain anycmeaningful information,:b eVen worse, encourage a misinterpre-
tation.6f.the\client's capabilities. hopld'thisshappen, the client's overall

This the stage wherein the ev4agol/ professional expertise becomes

manner as p 0;0'e. . ,

reilabilitatton.

Step 4\ Identifying A

0

progress may be serip ly 'mpeded'because he may be recommended
for additional tPaining, adiustmentoT placemept services which do not cor-

k ses a client might even be denied .

benefit.
respond with hiSVcapabilitiesv In so
rehabilitation Services from h*ch he

Appendix,B gives seVera
--------Sh evaluaTTR piaWf-rd-WEFIW ar

asked in Appendix A,' trote- at
technique titles indicate that.t
questions. For example,,imrega
his job seeking skills?" the ass4
tions and role.playing an i tervie are(obvious ways to assessiiis Job seeking

skills. On the other hand, eferral:questp)pt. number two, "Does he apply his

ability to learn?" is relati elY less,spe f c.vid the resulting assessment

dchnjques are not is obvibus easules aStinvthe previous example. In th's

se, the automotive and Plumbing wicfrk samples,require pre-training score

.
lowed by a period of programied tle'lns, rtiction and ending with 'A iv t
ining score. The evalmator believed'tha oomparing pre- and post4, iiiing

scores would provide a good measure ot whet er or' not the client actually
applied his ability to learn. Additional14/, the problem solving task and fol-
lowfbg instructions exercise required t,(14t the client ',learn some new mate ial

and then apply what he learned to someipirtical siituations. Once again:, the

evaluator felt these techniques'would pico ide so e\AnfOrmation as to theAa unt

al. .

exampl .di/Aifferent assessment techniques which
'&r-t'h--e--Yz'rerfa-T--querrtorrsr-tn

e Outside observer, some of the assessm t

obvioUsly directly relate to tFle refdrr
.to referral question number seven,, "What,are
ment techniques'of filling dut job.appliga-

of effort the client put IAD 1

In addition to choo inOthe
provides a good point 'at which tco
right next to the assessment,technl,
administration date. Although theS
tors (e.g., the client proves. to be very slow
another client disrUpts his work), they provi
activities which assists in making effective
time. Although CARF standardg do not ,4n,ica
be included in the IEP, this is often
notations since it provides a ready ref
ning. In addition to this, after the ev
concisely writtewrec rd of When each proCepurTccurred.

rninb th! mater

1
ppropriate as
egin some te
ques, the ev

ddtes'may

0,

ssment techniques, this step
tative scheduling. Note that
uatfrhas listed each expected

hange due to unanticipated fac-
some tasks, he becomes ill, or
relatively, stable schedule of

e of both evdluator and client
that adMinistration dates must

t logical Mace for scheduling
for the evaluator's daily plan-

tion is completed, it provides a

t.

,
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Y. Step 5: Listinq'PersonSIrivolveid and Clarifying The* Roles
.,..

. -
. -

As was suggested in Part II, one of °S. most important aspects bf evalua-
.

tion Oanning As assuring that ell peOple imiolved in the 6lientts plan un- _

Iderstand what their Tees and r i onsibilities -are in-i-egard to*meeting,the
needs of the client. This:sta f planniug actually.iftolves two points. ,

.First of at+, ;he evaluAtor mus, ote.in tge IVP'whom is inftived in carrying .

.. out.the-plan.'In_Our gxample, the persons fnvblvêd in the admi.nistration.of
eachtasses§mdk technique.are noted in the last column: SeCondly, and mos.t.

. .impoitantly, theremust,be..evidenCeZthat-the people,Involved u.nderstand their
,. , .

e. .

. .
,

Clarifying:role responsibilities miy-be done in a variety of ways. As

mentioned previously, the eialuator m'ay'mish Io hold a staffing prior to the,"-
cliept's arrival so,that each staff'member's ro)e can be-thoroughly discuAsed
and explained.. The minutes of such a meeting.would serve to indicate tha
*people mere made aware oftheir roles, or the evaluator may choose to cont ct.
each stIFff membqrindividtially, ard informally explain thetr roles-arid. poss'blyr
have them sign the TEP as is shown in the sample. If parents,'teachers,
are'involved, the evaluator may choose to contact them by phone; but whatever
the case may be, there must be some documented evidence that not. only each per=.
son fnvolved'in the evaluation is listed on tfie -MP, but that they.a3so Under-

4 stend their rolds. The end resuTt of this process is that the evaluation will
proceed .in a smooth and orderly manner. It is, not adequate to simply-rist the
people involved as "evaluation staff" or "psychological servtges". since this is*

------toogenzra-rajrdprtvtdes--tittit lizaning-ftrlfrri-ormattom---Suctr cifi approach
to limit accountability on the part of the people involved:

It should be noted that Steps 1-5 take place before the client-has begun
the actual evaluation process. In some instahces the client may have visited

. the facility, as part of the screening,process; however, id many other cases-he 0.

will have had no personal contact with any of the Tadilitype4sonneg. -As,such,
his involvement in the initial planning piocess fs necessarily limited. Yet,
effective,initial planning is-important f se el rays. Kun (197t)-
indicated that:

The ratiOnale for obtaining referral data ell before the onset of
the evaluator's activities is threefold. irst, clie ts can..i4to
-tiate evaluation activities in a systematic manner asoon as
arr.kie at the evaluation center. As a resUlt, client ime is us
more effectively,.the evaluator is provided with immediate.kands- n.
options fOr clients who are hard to manage, and the evaluatv has
some assessment task options when starting'several clients simul-

-taneqmsly. Secondly, if referral information is incomplete or the
referral question is:vague, .evaluators have adequate time to com-
municate with the referral source fn order te obtain needed back-
ground data about the client., or to find out sb-cificaliy what the
'referral sgurce wants to know about the client. stly, the evalu-

*k0..:

ator and facility have adequate time to(prepare s.-cial programming
or modify the physiCal plant to meet the needs of the clients with
severe disabilities, as well as time for the sta f'to become ori-
ented to the needs of individuals with'particular 'handicapping
conditions. (page 44) .



. Tilus, one can see that the initial +evaluation planning which takes,place
prior to the client's arrival is crucial to the assurance of a well' coordinated

**vocational evaluation process.. Yet, one should keep in mfnd that the initial
planning'period is only Rne segment pf the overall individual-evaluation'
planning process. 4

It°

Step 6: The Initial Interview
, ,

--In rdgard to the IEP, the initial interview serVes three primary purpoSes.
First, it allows the evaluator an opporeuniiy to meet with the Oient and ex-
plain what Will be taking place du'ring the evaluation, whycthe evaluation is
important, and how St relates to meeting his needs. Any questions the client
has can be discussed and client/evaluator communication is, therefore,,facil-
itated. More ipporlantly, the initial interview provides the'client with a
basis for assuming an actiVe role in the evaluatiOn process after any future
evaluation planning. For example, duriQg the interview the Client may express
an inferest in*exploring an area which was previously unmentioned. The eval-
uator may then incorporate this additional infoTation into the IEP.' ori the

other hand, the client may indicate:that he does not want to participate in a
specific evaluation technique which had previously been-included in the initial
plan., Ih either case, the client is given the opportunity.to actively

:-part-1tipate7in-thet31-afiftill . .

,

.
. .

.

.
.

.

Second, the interview provides a method by which certain questions which
might not otherwise be aniwered can be resorved. In our example, one question
,is related to what.specific skills and duties were involved in his previous
*noncompetitiveywork experiences. The initial interview provides the evaluator
with a viable technique for exploring this type of question. 'Similarly, otlief. .

. questions closely related to the client'vemploythent'potential may.be answered'
during the initial interview. "Is.he wiTling to relocate,and if so, where?.
What transportation does he have available? sDoes he have endunh firincial
support to alldw im to parttciRate inlorig-ferm training or is ipmediate
empJoyment necessary? Will,he require additional medical services such as
surgery,_ that would disrupt his work?" All of these questions are important

. considerations which can be thoroughly discussed and answered during the
einitial interview.

Third, theinitial interview allows the evaluator to develo dditional
heretofore unexplored referral questions. For example; the clie in this case
might express an intereit -in doing bench work assembly in a lerge manufacturing
plant even though he made no mention of this tOthe referral source. The eval-
uator might then add to his list f referral questions, "Can he perform as-
siemttly tasks at or near competitive rates?"

' In other: cases, the evaluator may obseeve behavior patterns during the
, initial interview, e.g., excessive anxiety, distractibility, confused thought,

processes, etc., which he may wish to study more closely during.the evaluation .
in order to see if they are recurring patterns. Referral questions foreach
probleMAnoted wbuld be developed, i.e., "Is she anxious in groupand/or
individual work situations?"

From the aforementioned information., one can see that the initial inter-
view.bas a variety of functions, but it b'isically provides a means for-orf-
enting the client, answering some existing questions, or it may prove to be a
'stimulus for asking additional, Previously unidentified quesions.

.
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Step 7: Plan Modification

Although the 1EP May be modified at any time during the evaluation, it is
noted he're because It generally occurs after the initial interview, since it is
ht this time 'tha.t the evaluator gets direct feedback from the client. Gener-

ally speaking, plan modification is indiceted when the information provided by
the.referral source does not correspond with that offered by the client or
unanticipated behaviors or eventS take place.

For example, Appendix A shovisthat,the referral source only-lists the,
clientvocational goals asTadio.and drafting. However, suppose that during
the evaluation the client obserVes other clients doing assembly work And then
expresses a,strong interest'in, this activity.. Should the-plan be modified so

as to include some, assessment of his assembly skills? The answer is yes be-

cause by adjusting the plan, the evatuator.is attempting to betterlreet the'

needs of the client. .

S.

Other examples of plan modificatipoK might include instances wherein an
-evaluator chooses a set of -assessment' techhiques which require reading, yet
when'the client arriiies, the evaluatOr discovers that the client has no read-
ing skills, ih spite of the fact'that th.is limitation-was nevpr reflected in
any of the,referral information. In this instance, the' lan would have to be
-modi-fied--L-rr-Reztt-tren'eettsortlirrlinfcin offer wor s, fferent assessment
techniques which do not reduire,reading would haVe to be listed on the emalu-
atiOn plan or the evaluator migHt modify the initructional procedures of tHe

t:

assessment techniques already listed in.the plan so that they do not require
reading. In qther cases, a plan may simply need to be modified.due to dlient

,.. absences which interrupt scheduling. .

. .
,

.

) °

411, Although CARF standards do not require that the reasons for any modifica-
tions be noted, it is, however-, a good practice to list the reasObs for each

. change somewhere in the evaluatfon record. Such ififarmation provides a valu-

able reference for understanding any change in the evaluation process shoulc
it be necessary to review it at 'a later date. .

* ,
?

,

.,
For example, if an.:*IEP indicates that a series of scheduled work samples

were deleted and nevex administered, it might be due to a variety of circum-
stancest e.g., the client was absent, lost interest in these areas, or refused
to cooperate because they were group tasks. By noting*the reasons on the IEP,
anyone who reviews theplan can see the specific reasons Why the plan was
modified, thereby, gaining better insight into the plan's progress and the
reasons for the evaluator's decision to makemodifications*.

Step 8: Formal festing Begint/Plan Review

Once the evaluator has tdentified the referral questions, the assessment
methods andPprocedures, people involved, review dates, and any plan modifica-
tions, he May begin the formal testing process. He will use the He which he
developed in Steps 1-7 to serve as a guide 'in-the administratioh-of the assess-
ment tethniques noted on the IEP schedule.

S.

Although, at this, stage, the evaluator has a'comprehensive written IEP
.available, remember that it is still open to modification since events might
occur which would necessitate changes in the plan. For example, the client

1 r ,
%

.

.
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might discover during the work sample testing,that he is really not at all

interested'in an.occupatfOnal area for which he initially expressed a strong .

preference Such unexpected changes are not uRcommon among clients with little ,

or no work experience or who have superficial vocational preferences. A cli-

ent may believe that he wants to be an auto mechanic simply because Uncle Bill

is one; however, having never done that type of work before, the client quickly .

learns through.wmk sample testing or job site experience thát he actually dis-

likes that, _type of work. When this happens; the evafuator may choose to modify
the plamso as to discontinue testing in that area so that other areas might-be

more thoroughly explored. In our example; the IEP refleoU that this is what

has happened. The evaluator discontinued.the previously. Olanned automotive
mechanics. work and substituted bench work for which the client expresSed a

strong interest.

In other cases the p n may"have to be modified due to unforaseen prob.-

lems. For example: on testing begins, the evaluator may'obkrve.that the

, client has several behavioral peoblems such as'being easily distracted frqm
his work, disturbing co-work'ers, leavin9 his work station, etc._ Ip these

eircumstances the evaluator may decide to review the plan on a daily basis
and substitute assessment techniques that require close supervision of the

client for previousTy scheduled methods which would have-allowed the client

to work relaTIV epen en y, n any case, i e eva ua 1 1-§75-17-TM
meet the needs of the, client, the IEP must'f.emain.flexible at all times.

Obviously, during the testing phase, the client's perfOrmance is observed

and recorded and his progress discussed,with him. This provides the,basis for

review of ihe.plan and determination of whether or not the evaluation is pro-

gressing in such a.way as to achieve the' plan's goals ahd objectives. Are the'

referral questions betnq,answered and, if not, how canL the plan be modified so '

as to better athieve this objective? Some evaluator's may choose to.have pre-

determined review dates. For example; an evaluator, might choose to regularly
a review most clients' plan progress at the midpbint,of the'evaluation. Other

evaluators may'prefer to leave tht,review dates open so that review will only

take,place when the evaluator feels that 't is needed. Still others will use

a combined method of review *herein st..m- checkpoint review dates are notO
Stduring the initial planning peribd, a1n dTttonal review dates will be added.

according to the,progress of each individual case. Whichever review method is

dised, it should always be kept in mind that plan review is important, since it

is only by assessinig how well,the goals are being met'duririg.the.evaluapqn,

that one may avoid ending an 'evaluation .prematurely without obtaining adequate
. 16.answers* the referral questions.

if an evaluator does not periodically review a plAn, he may overlook sig-,

nificant trends that might be.occurring-during the evaluation. for example, .

through reviewing client progress, trio evaluator might find that the.client

consistently performs poorly on tasks'requiring extensive reading; however, he 4

performs- much better,on similar tagks which. do-not require rtading. By review-

ing tile plan, the evaluator is offered the opportunity toxe-administer the
reading oriented taSks in order to find out if the client's poor perfo&ance

was due to lack of task related ability or difficulty reading for long Oriods.

If the evaluator does not rrview the plan, it is likely that the client will

finish the testing and probably leave.the facility before the evaluator recog-

hizes py'significant'performance patterns. Thus..interpretations of the

clje t's performance are difficult and the evaluator has only a tentative

anding of.some of the client's. capabilities.
!I

,

.#
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Another example is the case wherein the evaluator fails.to review the
plan, and the client consistently performs poorly dn groUp faslat When the
evaluation is completqd, the evaluator may make note of this problem, but be-
cause the testing has ended, he'is unable to find out why theyroblem occurred.
If he had reviewed the plan during-the evaluation, he would have had the oppor-
tunity to not only identify the problem but determine what the cause was, e.g:9
peer pressure, distractibility, etc. A more complete understanding of the
client.is possible if the eValuator not only knows that a problem existS but
why it occurs. Plan review, therefore, facilitates a thorough understand-Ng
of client performance.

.'

Step 9: Client Performance Completed/Exit Interview

Because the evaluator periodically, reviews the client's progress in regard
totthe IEP and regularly.provides eedback to the client with regard to his
performance,,it should be relatively easy for him to determthe when all the
refertal questions have been answered as thoroughly as possible and the client
shouldi-therefore, cimplete the evaluation. Shortly after thd testing ends,

, the evaluator should meet with the client to sUmmarize the overall results in
meArliriatgl.t_digat_DrienIed_terms,_as well as answer any questions the client
may have. This process is called the exit interview, and like 'the initial in-
terview, it may also'serve as'an additiongl evaluation technique. For example,
in our sample IEP, one of the purposes of the evaluation was o assist in develr
oping a vocational objective. The exit interview provides'an excellent oppot-
tunity for the client and evaluator to work together ill developing a vocational
§oal, as opposed to fhe evaluator simply making job re6mmendations without
much input from the client. rn this case, the pit interview is actually part
of the IEP since it is.one of the assessment techniques' tdentified by the

th

'eval-

-this evaluation, he might find fhat durg the-e4tAthterview the client devel-ec

uator

during e inid e'al planning period. If one was to review thresults of

oped a vocational goal related to assembly Sobs-i-rather than mechanics or,
communication which were initially suggested.'

The exit interview can also serve as an assessment tool for determining
how much the client has learned from the evaluation. This is an important
point since CARF.Standard-3,4.3.1.1.1.n indicates that he evaluation process'
should attempt to obtain information concerning "theAndividual's ability tb
learn about himself as a result of the information' obtained and-furnished
throagh tbe evaluation experience" (CARF, 1978,-p. 28). For' ekample a client
might be referred to a facility for.the purpose of helping him-see that'his
present vocattonal goals are unrealistic but other §oals are...achievable. A
mentally handicapped client may want to be an electronics engineer, but given
the opportunity to tey this type of work as well as others, he begins to see
that his skills are not appropriate for engineering work, but be can do other
work. The exit interview_provtdes a valuable mode by which to assess the ex-
tent-to which a client's attitudes about his performance corresped with his
work capabilities.

Step 10: ,IEP Completed

After Steps 1-9 have been completed, tpe evaluation planning process is
. essentially finished. Minimally, the evaluator should have a written redord

of:

..



1. the referral questions,
.2. the assessment techniques and procedures utifized,

3. the people involved in carrying'qut the IEP and evidence that they
were aware of their roles, and

4. review dates and modifications.

If tj evaluator, has this Wormation available, then it should be orga-.
nized in uch a way that an outside observer cou4d generally understand what

took pla e, why, and who was involved. _It should reflect the occurrence of

an organized series of events which.yeTe designeddo meet the needs of the

individual client,

In the sample IEP, one can see that there tiere eight specific questions

Which were to be answered; specific assessment procedures were used to answar

each question; those indiYiduals that were involved in the plan were identified

anti aware of their roles; and pfdn modification and review dates are clearly'

'Specified. Results of each of the individual assessment procedures are not
included in the IEP, nor are any recommendations or interpretations since this

information should be available elsewhere in the evaluation data and final re-

port. LiSting such information in'the IEP is not required since it oftdn

results in an unnecessary duplication-of information which is already available.

Report writing and dissemination of evaluation reSults are only Oeripheral to

evaluation planning; hoWever, a thoroughly clocumented IER can be-a useful ad-

junct to interpreting and reviewing results tTiice it provides a concise 'and

detailed summary of the entire evaluation process.

In Part-III we haiie examined the ten steps involved in developing the .

individual evaluation plan. Froethis discussion, one can see that evaluation
planning'is a systematic, ongoing process which is always open to modification,

and that the.end result, the UP, serves as the nucleus around'which all other

evaluation activities revolve. Aithout a well conceived IEP, the qverall eval-

uation and any resulting interpretations or recommendations are likely to occur

in a haphazard, unsubstantiated manner.

4.
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. Summary.
. .

From the aforementioned discussion, it should be understood that devel-

oping individual evaluation plans is important for two primary reasons. first

of all,.and most importantly, tt provides a systematic and directed.approach

to meeting the unique needs of people requiring.vocational evaluation services.

SeOndly, individual evaluation planning provides a Pexible, ongoing process,
whichTesults in a written record of the entire vocational evaluation process.

It, therefore, strongly discourages the "shotgun" approach to'vocational as,

sessment,.which typically involves giving every client.every available assess-

ment techniqbe i-egardless of their individual needs. "'

Evaluation planning should not be practiced simply for the purpose of

meeting program or adm4nistrative requirements. Rather it should be used be-

-cause professionals in the fields of vocational evaluation and work adjustment

have long-recognized that only a systematic' and directed approach to vocational

' evaluation can insure that individual rehabilitation needs will be met. The

benefits of evaluation planning are many and far-reacbing. Communication among

the client,. referral source, and evaluator is facilitated; accountability. is

enhanced, management is improved, specific goals are developed and program .,

effectiveness, ins.terms of achieving individual client-oriented goals, becomes

measurable. 'All of theSe advantages contribute to one important outcome; indi-

vidual client needs are met in the mostrfective and efficient manner possible.

In developing the 1ER:there are several important factors which should be

kept in mind..
),

4' .i.
't1

[
1.' Obtaining complete referral information is essential and shOuld be a

cooperative effort between the referra source and the Evaluator.

2. Identifying clearly defined referral questions is the.key to gdod
evaluation planning Oecause it insures that the evaluation meets
theclient's needs. ,c

3. The°assessment tebinique§ chosen by the evaluator must be appropriate
withsregard to the needs, limitations, arid capabilities of the client.

4. ,Evaluation planning is ad bAgoing process, alwaYs open to review and.

modification. .

5. The IEP is not a vague, nebulos concept. It has five clearly ,

identifiable characteristics which inclUde: .

a. It shall be written and based on the individual needs of the'

client.
b. It shall have clearly stated questions that are 4 be answered.,

c. The assessment techniques and procedures shall be outlined.
d. The people involved in carrying out the plan shall be identified,

and there shall be evidence that they understand their roles. N

R. There shall be evidence of periodic review and any plan'modifi-

cations.

It...is hoped that this publication will provide a tool whereby vocational

evaluators will begin to effectively practice individual evaluatjonkplanning,

Evaluation planning is miuch more than,simply filling out forms) and fecording

intOmation. Rather, it ls a Skill which requires considerable expertise on
thp part of the evaluator, and once implemented as part of a comprehensiVe

c.
8
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vocational evaluation program, effective individual evaluation planning will
prove to be an invaluable asset in providing professional evaluation services
which meet the needs of hindicapped people.

t4
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APPENDIX Al .

mple of'a Well-Planned and Docultiented Referral
o an Evaluation Unit from a Field Counselor

. Referral.Information Sheet2

Counseling Information:

Problems of client that affect trainability and/or employability.
. 1 i

% ,

A. Medi,cal and Psychiatric:
..

, ,U
1. Psychological problems seem p) have been rpsolved. Recommendation

is to proceed with vocational planning.

a.

2. Limitations: In use of hands, has difficulty with fine movements.
In use Of legs, can walk and stand equipped with'short leg,braces.

Social

1. Family: It is a positive influence, cooperatiVe, dnd will help-in
'whatever way it can.

Psychological:

1. MotivattOn: Good, positive. 1He wants to determine a vocational
objective and,train for it.'

2.' Personality: (see special reports).

3. Ailifity level: (s e. special reports).,

Education:.

1. Grade completed-in school: 11th grade.

2. Subject in which he succeeded best: Shop courses and mechanical
drawing.

3. See high school transcript. I.

1Taken from Report N. 2, The Study Commtttee on Evaluatiop of Vocational

Potential (1966), pp. 21-27:

2These materials were prepared anid, forwarded as initial referral information on

a client by Mr. ,Joseph L. Finnerty, counselor, Division of Vocatiotial4Rehabili-
tation, Kansas, and were accompanied by a Medical. Specialist's report, General
Medical Report, Psychologist's report otexamination, a Psychotherapist's
report of conticts,'Eind coMplete school transcript and Tecords.
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4
Vocationait

° 1. Present status:- Client is not working because he does not hsave a

%skill that he can use that is within his limitations.

2. Work liistory:'

Furnittre stripping 7 months

Painters helper, . - 9 months

Filling station helper - 12 months

3. Past Vocational"Training:-

"I*

no ,ellary

no salary .

no salary

Woodworking '3 years, -
.

high school shop .

, Mechanical drawing - 1 year- - high school cayrse
, ..-

4.' Vocatiorial Goal (client's):

Radio - .mechanical and communications

Drafting ,
.

5: Vocational Goal (counselot's):
..

)

k Possibly raijio, photography, or something that would involve the
client with people singly rathee than groups.

6. Employment or placement opportunitfes moe' commonly available in

client's area: Aircraft industry, small manufacturing, all serv-
ices necessary in area,.of population of abdut 280,000.

2. Programming:

A.. What we would like to-know about our client from Center evaluation:
.1

1. Medical and Psychiatric: (Adequate information at present).

2. Social: How does he adjust to the new situation, individuals,
and groups?

3. Psychological: (adequate).

4. Educationally: Client has average abil-ity to learn. Does he

apply his ability; will be follow through apd master material-that
is assigned to him? Is limitation on writing a big obstacle?

5. Vocationally: What can he do best within his limitations?

B. How might Center help client with special problems: Thies is client's

first time away from:home and he will need some special help at first.
He will need one special, interested person to listen to him.

3. We would hope that the client could enter directly into training if d
program can be established that would meet approval.



. 4,

. 8

'The client hap a good general understanding'of the Center's set:vices,

elialuation, vocational training, etc.

Plan would be for Vocational Rehabilitation to pay the Center costs.

The family would meet transportation,"clothing, and personal needs of
client,

1.

1,

,

p.
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.SOCIAC HISTORY

I. Identifying Information

Name: Address:

) Age: 24 f SeX: Male Education: Completed 11th grade

II. Reasons for Referral

Client would like to be admitted to Hot Springs Rehabilitation Center
for vocational evaluation and possibly vocatibnal training. k

III. Present Situation clf Cfient
a

This'24 year .old, white male has completed:11 years of public school
education. His physical limitation, Friedreich's Ataxia, limits the

hfull use of hands and lower extremities. He walks fairly well; he
cannot accomplish fine movements with either hand. He last attended
school at the age of 20; since that.time he has not been gainfully
employed but has been occupied in busy work type of thing..

At present, this young man is anxious to do something vocationally.
He needs a job tri'al evaluation to' determine what he can.do.

IV. Phisical Characteristics

.Client is 5 ft. 91/2 in. tall and weighs about 115 lbs. Alihough,limited
in the full use of hands and legs, he does quite well in performing most
movements. The use of short leg brace enables him to walk and stand for
cOnsiderable periods. He can perform gross movements of the-hands and
some of the finer movements. .His body frame appears wii-y and spare, and
he kobably has more strength thanthe appears to have. His vision is
corrected to 20/20. He is neat and clean in appearance.

V. Present Living_ Arrangements

Client is still living at home with his parents, father age 51, mother
age 55. Since the client has never had any significant income, he
receives his support from the parents. They would be considered as
part of the low-middle socio-ebonomic group. They have tried to be
helpful in handling client, havin§ met with little success; they are
coricerned about his future. They are cooperative in working with
vocational rehabilitation.

VI. Family Historg,

A. Father: ., 51 years of age', is in good health. He
has a high school education and has worked all his life in general
contracting of construction andremodeling work. He is now self-
employed. Attitude toward son: interested, desires to be helpful;
and is asking'for help and guidance.

33' -1410
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. Mother: , 55 years of age, As in good he'alth. She

has a high school education. Since marriage she has been a house-
wife andmother. She has assisted nerhusband as his business .

secretary at times. She is proba ly.dominant parent and ha4Abeen
overpnotective with client.

Siblings of Client:"

1. Sister, 34 years of age, with 12th grade education. She worked
as a sales girl for 10 years before.marriage. Since marriage
she pas been a housewife'And mothei... of three children. .Her
huiband'is a bookkteper. They treat client like a child.

Sjster, 33 years of age, with 12th grade education. She was

married and has two children. She,is divorced and supports
herself and ohildren through real estate sales work.

3. Siiter, 31 years.of age, has worked as a secretary. She married,,

diVorced, and has one child. She remarried 'but was recently
widowed. Her husband.was an insurance salesman who died pf a
heart attack. ,

VII. .Clientl's=History

A. Birth and development! (to approximately age 6). Client,' the fourth

of four children, had three older.sister. He was seven years
yowetger than the next oldest child.; His physical 'disability devel-
opedkfrowthe time of birth. .

,

. 1
.

,

,Preatlescence: (6 to-approximately 12).1 These, noidoubt, were
diff cult years for client. He wasf4hiftdd about in schools. 41

- speeckh problem seems to have developed. iridently emotional prob-

lems were present. There seems to have been little or no meaningful
relationships with parents, teachers, or peers. Client 'seems tp

have esenttd being placed mith theslower learning groups.
,

C. Ado.le cence: (12 to 20 approximately). During this period client
e seems to have tried to. make an adjustment to hii situation of being

the Oldest child in group or class. Me for' ed soffe'friendships at

school% 'both boys and girls: He was activeir3 a church group, and
sInging and sy er camp. He an0 his taher worked at hobbies,

woodwork, and phopography. It seensthat h as overprotected.by
his msother at hail* and became reserfl.

VIII. Academic and Vocational Training( '

Client started to public grade,school age of/five years. He completed.

.three years and'at thattime was.plac in the;'"sunshine room" (special

education) for one year. This placement: as m4de because .of'speech
problem and lack of progress. ;

At age of ten 14 was placed i the schOol (school.for
retardecW He attended there for four ears., He resented.this school
because he felt that he didn't belong here.,

V
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At age of 14 he was placed again in public school at the sixth grade'
level. He was older and larger than the other children and felt out of
place but d4d Seem to make a satisfactory adjustment. He went ahead

to complete junior high School; he entered senior high and completed
the eleventh grade. He dropped out of school at this point because he
was.21 yearn of age and to stay in school he would-have had to pay
tuition and other costs.

He ways that he-got mostIy-C's while in high sdhool but got B's in the
three years of wdodworking. He enjoyed school, liked shop courses and %

mechanical drawing best. He had both gir3 and bby friends during hjs .

school functions and activities.

School work was limited-by his limited ability to write. At the present
time client says that he can't read his own writing.

IX. Work Experience
'V

After leaving school at the age of 21 years, client has occupied himself
as indicated:

He. worked in.a fpmily shop prsoject reconditioning u§ed furniture. ,

He receiyed no salary. Client stripped furnilyre for. seven months.

He Worked as a painter's.helper for nine months, painting trucks.
He was paid a very small amount.

k .

He has put in most if his time at a friend's filling station. He
says that he helped operate pumps, operated *Mt, lube and grease ,

jobs, washe&cars, some lightttune-up work. He must have done
these jobs to a,very limited extent.,aS he was sometimes paid $1.00
per day. ,At othei" times he was given only his lunch.

Medical History

(See medical reports.) .*

Client was under the care of the family doctor during his early years.

He was referred to (-Clinic doctors at the age of 12. He
was equipped with' leg braces. Corrective surgery was done on his feet.;
His condition is considered stabilized. 111b .

XI. Information Not Given Elsewhere

Client is a member of a christian church, Disciples'of Christ. He seems
to be anxious to do,something vacationally(and is most anxious to form
new social relationships, especially with girls. The lad seems to acrept
his physical limitations anq has-been.cooperative in working through his
'motional problems.. He has-taken 'drivers education courses and can drive
a car, but he has never obtained a driver's license.

He and his,parents have studied,the literature available on the Hot
Springs Rehabilitation Center. They understand the services of evalu-
ation and vocational training and feel that this Center will' beet
client's need.
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XII. General Plah for Handling of Case

1. Medical evaluation )

2. rsychological evaluation . ) Completed
3. Need for psychothetapy pointed out and met.
4. Vocational evaluation: "'

a.' Testing and past experience indicate interest in ihe general
areas of: mechanical; outdoor; persuasive; scientific; and
artistic.

b. Need is for a vocational evaluation'based on job trial.

5. .Jocational training:

At same. Center if training is available for the particular vocational
objective.

Job placement:

Probably at home,-( ), a city of 280,000, where there
ore openings for most skilled workers in areSs of industry and.
serv.ices.,

Later planning: I.

After satisfactory placement 411as been made, it is hoped that client
-would become self-suffieient and capable of moving out on his own.

Sources of Information

Client, his parents,,doctor, and the'psychotheeipist that client haS
betn seeing during§ the past six months.'

4111

.a

/s/ Joseph L. Finiferty,

OP,

Vocatiohal Rehabilitation Counselor,.

A
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APPENDIX B

' Client:. 00h Joe: Eviluato

Review, ates: 81.4/78, 8/9/78, 8/12/7

(-

INDIVIDUAL EVALUATION PLAN

S. Smith Evaluation period: Beginning: 8/1/78' Endin

0

Referral Questions to be Answered

'How does he'adjust to new situations,
individuals and groups?

gterisk (*) denotes a plan modification.

Assessment Technigoes Administration Dates

: 8/12/78

Persons
Involved

#1.A. Initial Interview

- 1B. , Group Assemb,ly W.S.

1C. Behavior Identification Format

1D. 16 PF Form E

1E. Utilization o recreation time

1F. Weer Awareness Class

Does he apply his ability to,learn? 2A. Following Written Instructions
It is average. Exercise #1

2B., Problem Solving W.S.

3. Does he follow through and master
the material assigned to him?

.0

Is 'wAting a big obstacle?

42

e

'2C. Automotive Mechanic Training
W.S.

20. Plumber''s.Helper Training W.S.

3A. Small Appliance Repair W.S.

3B. Toggle Bolt Production Area

3C. .Job Exploration Kit

3D. Custodial Production Area.

3E. Percentage rating of number of
completed tasks out of all
assignments

4A. ABLE Spelling Form A

4B. A'uto. parts Salesman W.S.

4C. Me sage Clerk Job Site

7-)

1A. .8/1/78

1B. -8/2/78

1C. Continuous

10. 8/1/78

1E. 8/3/, 5, 8, 10/78

1F. 8/3/78

2A. 8/2/7?

2B. 8/4/78

2C. 8/2/78

2D. 8/

3A. 8/5/78-

3B. 8/5/7Ef

3C. 8/1/78

3D. 8/4/78

3E. Continuous

4A. 8/1/78

4B. B/3/78

4C. 8/4/78

1A. Smith

1B. Smith

1C. Smith

10. Jones

1E. Ray

1F. Smith,

2A. Smith

28. Smith

2C. Smith

D. Smith

3A. Smith

3B. Bern

3C. Smith

3D. Smith

3E. Smith

4A.. Smith

4B. Smith

4C. Smith

4
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APPENDIX 8 (Cont,) Client: -Don:oe

(.0
co

_Referral Questions to 8e Answerqd

What 6n-he do best within his
limitations?

4'

Asseisment Techniques

1.

'Persons
Administration Dates Involved

Delete

6. Is vocational training needed and
where-is it available #

What are his job neking skills?

Can he OerfOrm asseembly tasks at
or near competitive rates?

Evaluator SignatUre:

5A: DAT Mechanical Apt. Form A

58. DAT Space Relations Form A

5C. Measurement Skills W.S.

5D. Drafting

5E. Small Engine Tune-Up W.S.

5F. .Brake Repair W.S. 411,

G. Auto Lubrication.W.S:

5H. Tire Balancing W.S.

51. File Clerk W.S.

5J. Radio Announcer W.S.

51<. Range of Motion W.S.

6A. Exit Interview.

7A. Fill out a job application

7B. Role.play a job interview

7C. Job Search Activity #1

*8A. Crawford Small Parts

*88. MRMT

*8C. Stout U-Bolt Assembly W.S.

*8D. Punch Prss Operator Job Site

*8E. Lamp Shade P-ackaging Job Site

5A. 8/1/78

58. 8/1/78

5C. 8/3/78

5.D. 8/8/78

5E. 8/8/78

5F. 8/8/78

5G. 8/8/78

5H. 8/8/78

51. 8/4/78

5.1. 8/10/78

5K. 8//78

6A. 8/12/78

7A. 81,10/78

78. 8/10/78

,7,e. 8/10/78

8A. 8/8/78

88. 8/8/78

8C, 8/9/78

8D. 8/9/78

8F, 8/11, 12/78

e, t e undersigned, understand our roles in crrying out this p

Client Signature: (4!

Signature:
Signature:44 Signature:.

17

Date: 7127/78
Date: 8/1/78
Date: 7127/78
Date:. 7/27/78
Date: 7/27/78

5A. Smith

5B. Smith

5C. Smith

5D. Smith

5E. Smith

5F. Smith

5G. Smith

5H. Smith S.

51. Smith

5J. Smith

5. Smith

6A. Smith.

7A. Smith

78,

7C.

Smith

Smith

8A. Smith .

8B. Smith

8C. Smith

. 8D. Smiths

13E. Bern
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APPENDBC C

,

Cljent:, Evaluator:

INDIVIDUAL WRITTEN EVALUATION PLAN

Review Dates:

Questions to be Antwered Methas- Administration Dates Results

I

V12

a

Persons Imvolvqd Plan ModificAion

a

I have participated in the development df this plan and understand the purOoses of this evaluation.

Client Signature: EvaluatOr,Signature:"
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APPENDIX D INDIVIDUAL EVALUATION PLAN .

Client: Evaluator: Sex:

Review\Pate: Evaluation Period: DIIIIIIIty:

!

Staffing Date:

Purpose of Evalua ion:

Referral Questions

2:

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8."

9

.*

41

*Outcomes Code

'9.

*Outcomes Codes

W: Yes,%this referral question was answered.

X: Nb, this referral question was'not answered.

Y: Additional time is needed to answer this referral question.

2: This referral question cannot be anSwered by.any available assessment techniques.
t'

We, the unde)4signed, uAderstand our roles in carrying out thistplan.
.

Client: Dote:
Cr

Evalyator: Date:

Signature:
41111P

.

Date:
0'

.

Signature: Date: .

....

Signature: Date:

*

. 40
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APPENDIX D (Coni.)
0-

Assessment
Method

.

.1

Trial 'Dates Referral Question
Number. Resul ts.

- Persons
Invol ved

#1 #2 #3
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APPENDIX D (Cont,)

Plan Modifications

a

2.

3.

a.

Reasons for Plan Modifications

1.

Counselor Cohtacted; Yes/No

4.

3

-r

Client Signature:

Evaluator Signatve: ,

42

Date:

Date:

.50.
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AOPENDIX E
INDIVIDUAL EVALUATION PLAN ."11

Client: Disability:

Age: Education: Staffing Date:

Sex:

t.

Referral Source:

Purpose of Evaluation:

Evaluation Period: 1 Evaluator:
,

Referral Questions Techniques Persons Involved Results-or ModificatiOns Review,Date
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